IMPORTANT
- Do not drop the unit.
- Do not place MINI ALERT close to the fireplace or heater.
- Do not expose MINI ALERT directly to Sunlight, Rainfall or Strong Light.
- Do not use different type of batteries, nor mix up old and new batteries.
- In case of malfunction, never attempt to repair the unit yourself.
- Whenever MINI ALERT is switched on, both Alarm and Visitor Chime require 30 seconds (approx.) to be activated.
- MINI ALERT sensor alarm-chime is a very delicate and sensitive electronic product, please use it with extra care.

SPECIFICATIONS
- Power Supply : DC 4.5volt (R6, UM-3 or "AA" x 3)
- Detection Coverage : 80 degree in horizontal to 8 metre & 20 degree in vertical to 8 metre
- Alarm Level Output : 80 dB

For best performance, read instructions before use and keep for future reference.

OPERATION
Simply open the battery door at the bottom, insert 3 "AA" size (UM3) batteries as indicated by the internal marking, then close the battery door.
Push the control knob to specified sign for Alarm or Visitor Chime.

(A) ALARM MODE
- It works by means of Passive Infrared motion sensor which detect moving human body within a range of 8M x 80 degree.
- The Alarm sounds automatically when any human body approaches the detected zone.
- A siren will sound for one minute then shut-off automatically and reset itself.

(B) VISITOR CHIME
- A pleasant "Ding Dong" melody sounds automatically to greet your visitor, when they approaches the detected zone.

(C) LOW BATTERY INDICATOR
- LED indicator at front will be on all the time when the batteries are getting low to the point that need to replace the batteries.
INSTALLATION

- Mount the adjustable angle wall mount bracket in the desired location with screw and screw anchor provided.
- Adjustable MINI ALERT to the desired detect direction, and hold it at position by tighten the screw at the bracket as indicated.